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Introduction
In this paper, I introduce and evaluate a new stochastic simulation method. It is based

on dynamic programming, rather than the parameterization of expectational equations; and
is similar to value function iteration (VFI), but does not require agents to explicitly compute
an expectation over future state values when choosing controls. The baseline method, referred
to as approximate dynamic programming with post decision states (ADP-POST), originates in
the operations research and engineering literatures, and has been shown to substantially reduce
convergence times in high dimensional problems for a given level of accuracy. I use this method
to solve dynamic economic problems, focusing primarily on DSGE model applications. I start
by demonstrating how the algorithm can be modified to yield performance gains over common
global solution methods in representative agent models. I then show how these gains grow when
the approach is modified and used to solve a model with many heterogeneous agents.
The algorithms presented in this paper are built around a post-decision state version of the
Bellman equation, rather than the pre-decision state version. This approach makes it possible to
solve two classes of models that are typically computationally intractable: 1) models with many
continuous state variables; and 2) models with several correlated exogenous processes. However,
the formal tests will focus on the former, since the latter primarily presents a programming–and
not convergence time–challenge.
The baseline method used in this paper was introduced by Van Roy et. al (1997) in a
neuro-dynamic programming application. There, it was used to solve a retail inventory management problem with 33 state variables. Standard dynamic programming methods, such as
value function iteration (infinite horizon) and backwards recursion (finite horizon) could not
feasibly solve problems with such large state spaces. Even if all of the variables were discretized
into the coarsest possible grid, it would still contain 233 (8.59 billion) nodes. In comparison, the
neuro-dynamic programming algorithm they constructed around post-decision states was not
only solvable, but delivered decision rules that yielded a 10% cost reduction over the standard,
heuristic method.
This technique first entered the economics literature though Judd (1998), which explained
how to construct the post-decision state Bellman equation. However, Judd (1998) did not
exploit this method to explicitly construct solution algorithms. Similarly, Barto and Sutton
(1998) introduced the technique to the reinforcement learning literature, but did so originally
without any substantial applications. Rather, it was used primarily as a strategy for absorbing

the action space into the state space.1
Powell (2007) developed the method introduced by Van Roy et. al (1997) into a set of
solution algorithms for high dimensionality optimization problems. However, all of the algorithms in Powell (2007) were designed for a partial equilibrium context in operations research;
and most focused on inventory management applications. In problems of this variety, an agent
faces random demands for a product and must choose how much inventory to hold. Using
a post-decision state version of the Bellman equation works particularly well for this class of
problems because the post-decision state is simply the inventory carried into the period, less the
realization of demand. Outside of portfolio allocation problems, dynamic programming problems in economics do not typically take this form, and subsequently will not be able to achieve
computational gains by collapsing the action space into the state space. For this reason, it is
difficult to generalize what has been found in other literatures about the performance of the
baseline algorithm to dynamic economic models.
Within operations research, Powell (2012) provides the most recent survey of work that
has been done using post-decision state dynamic programming algorithms. Papers such as
Maxwell (2011) and Simao et. al (2009) use the post-decision state formulation to solve very
high dimensional problems, such as ambulance deployment and large-scale fleet management.
Papers such as Powell and Ryzhov (2010) extend the initial algorithm by demonstrating how
Bayesian methods can be used to update the value function.
Within economics, techniques such as the Parameterized Expectations Approach (PEA),
developed by Sargent (1987), Marcet (1988), and Den Haan and Marcet (1990); and Projection
Methods (PM), introduced by Judd (1992) and McGrattan (1999), provide more commonly
used strategies for solving optimization problems with large state spaces. More recent work,
such as Maliar and Maliar (2005) and Judd, Maliar, and Maliar (2011), demonstrates how to
improve the stability and speed of such approaches.
In this paper, I use the post-decision state Bellman equation as a starting point for a larger
algorithm that is designed to solve dynamic economic models. The benefit of constructing the
dynamic programming problem around post-decision states is two-fold: first, it makes it possible
to avoid computing expectations explicitly2 ; and second, it permits agents to make decisions

1

In many dynamic programming applications, the endogenous component of the state space is determined

by the realizations of the shock at the start of the period and the controls selected thereafter. In some of these
applications, the dimensionality of the problem can be reduced simply by eliminating the choice of controls; and
instead considering only the result of those choices (i.e. the end-of-period endogenous states).
2
In fact, the expectation will be computed implicitly during the smoothing step, which adds no additional
computational time.
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based exclusively on information gained about the value of states visited on the simulation
path, which substantially reduces the dimensionality of the choice problem. In addition to this,
I make several modifications to the original algorithm in this paper to improve performance in
the context of dynamic economic models.
The first modification adds a Search-Then-Converge (STC) subroutine (Darken and Moody,
1992) to update the algorithm’s stepsize. However, instead of using the iteration count to update
the the stepsize, as in the original application, I use the ratio of the the number of times a state
has been visited on the simulation path to the iteration count. Since states in the interior of the
ergodic set are visited many times within an iteration, their step sizes rapidly decline, making
additional visits uninformative; however, states near the edges of the ergodic set will be able
to retain larger state-specific stepsizes, allowing new visits to remain informative. Note that
this modification is particularly important because the stepsize plays a dual role in algorithms
based on post-decision states: it not only fosters convergence, but also implicitly computes the
expectation over future states.
The second modification updates unvisited states and infrequently visited states near the
edges of the ergodic set. This approach first determines a subset of the ergodic set over which
the value function or decision rules are well-behaved. Information contained in this region is
then used to infer properties of the decision rules over the entire state space. I do this by
performing a weighted least squares regression of the decision-rule implied endogenous states
on lagged state variables. I use the relative frequencies with which states were visited in the
simulations as the weights. This captures the fact that infrequently visited regions of the state
space are likely to have noisy state value estimates; and should be assigned lower weights.
Finally, I outline a third modification that can be used with the baseline algorithm. This
modification involves placing structure on how information is shared across agents within the
model; and then exploiting that structure to parallelize the solution algorithm and solve parts
of it on separate GPU cores. Since the modification is not entirely specific to ADP-POST
(and, thus, could be applied to the competing algorithms, such as PEA), I do not incorporate
it into the accuracy tests in this paper. I do, however, discuss one application and some
associated results to demonstrate its effectiveness. Furthermore, I explain how the informationsharing structure can be imposed in classes of models not tested explicitly in this paper, such
as incomplete markets models with aggregate uncertainty, as in Krusell and Smith (1998).
I find that the modified version of ADP-POST introduced in this paper (hereafter, MADPPOST) is faster than both VFI and PM for a given level of accuracy. In some applications
in this paper, for instance, VFI’s run time is more than 600 times that of MADP-POST’s.

3

Furthermore, as measured by static and dynamic Euler equation residuals, the modified version
of ADP-POST’s accuracy is generally of the same order of magnitude as VFI and PM. The only
algorithm that outperforms MADP-POST in some of this paper’s tests is PEA. However, unlike
MADP-POST, PEA is difficult to parameterize in sophisticated applications; and is prone to
instability in complex models (Judd, Maliar, and Maliar, 2011). Additionally, as is shown in
a heterogeneous agents model application, the case for MADP-POST improves further when it
is combined with the information sharing algorithm discussed above and GPU-computing. In
particular, the modified algorithm (MADP-IS-GPU) converges faster on a grid of 200,000 nodes
than either VFI, PEA, PM, or ADP-POST converges on a grid of 10,000 nodes. Furthermore,
it does so while remaining highly accurate and stable.
The paper will proceed as follows. In Section 2, I will describe the ADP-POST algorithm
and all relevant modifications made for this paper. In Section 3, I will provide brief overviews of
value function iteration (VFI), the parameterized expectations approach (PEA), and projection
methods (PM)–the three categories of solution method I will use for comparison. In Section 4,
I will explain how the accuracy of the different solution methods will be tested. In Section 5,
I will present benchmark models that will be solved using the aforementioned algorithms and
also discuss the results. And finally, in Section 6, I will conclude.

2
2.1

The Algorithm
The Pre-Decision State Bellman Equation

I will start by describing the formulation of the Bellman Equation with pre-decision state variables; and will then move on to the approach for post-decision state variables. This construction
of the Bellman Equation will focus on an infinitely-lived agent who faces a deterministic choice
problem, which requires her to choose a set of controls, ct . A set of states, st , summarizes all
information needed to make a choice at time t. Combined with ct , st pins down the future state
according to a transition function: st+1 = T (ct , st ). Finally, a set of constraints, ct ∈ Γ(st ),
limits the choice of controls. After applying the Principle of Optimality as described in Bellman
(1954), the value of being in the initial state can be written as follows:
V (s0 ) = max{ct }∞
t=0

∞
X

β t u(ct )

t=0

(1)

s.t. st+1 = T (ct , st ), ct ∈ Γ(st ), ∀t = 0, 1, ...
That is, the value of being in the initial, pre-decision state (i.e. before controls are selected) is
the maximum, discounted lifetime utility that can be achieved through an infinite sequence of
4

control choices. Note that computing V (s0 ) is a difficult task because it depends on this infinite
sequence. However, Bellman (1954) showed that we could simplify the problem by rewriting
V (s0 ) as follows:

V (s0 ) = maxc0 {u(c0 ) + [max{ct }∞
t=1

∞
X

β t u(ct )]}
(2)

t=1

s.t. st+1 = T (ct , st ), ct ∈ Γ(st ), ∀t = 0, 1, ...
Now, notice that we can exploit the recursive property of this equation to rewrite it again:
V (s0 ) = maxc0 {u(c0 ) + β [max
|

{ct+1 }∞
t=0

∞
X

β t u(ct+1 )]}

{zt=0

V (s1 )=V (T (s0 ,c0 ))

}

(3)

s.t. st+1 = T (ct , st ), ct ∈ Γ(st ), ∀t = 0, 1, ...
→ V (s0 ) = maxc0 u(c0 ) + βV (s1 ) s.t. s1 = T (c0 , s0 ), c0 ∈ Γ(s0 )

(4)

This equation–the Bellman equation–is much simpler in the sense that it permits us to break
a multi-period decision problem down into a series of smaller, tractable steps, where only one
set of controls must be selected at a time. However, it is more complicated in the sense that
it now requires knowledge of an unknown function, V. Analytical dynamic programming solves
this problem by recovering the algebraic expression for the value function, V, but is limited in
application. In contrast, numerical dynamic programming constructs an approximation of V
and is applied to a wide variety of multi-period choice problems.
Next, I will augment the household’s problem to incorporate exogenous processes, which are
denoted by xt+1 = f (xt , t+1 ). The subscript t+1 indicates that the exogenous shocks arrive at
the start of period t+1 and before time t+1 controls are chosen. Note that the joint transition
function for states now captures the impact of exogenous shocks: st+1 = T (ct , st , xt−1 , t ).3
Furthermore, I assume that the feasible set of control choices also depends on the exogenous
process: ct ∈ Γ(st , xt ). The value of being in the initial state may now be written as follows:
V (s0 , x0 ) = max

{ct }∞
t=0

∞
X

β t E[u(ct )|s0 , x0 ]

t=0

(5)

s.t. st+1 = T (ct , st , xt ), ct ∈ Γ(st , xt ), xt+1 = f (xt , t+1 ), ∀t = 0, 1, ...

3

This transition function is written as a joint process; however, it is important to note that st+1 depends on

xt and st , but xt+1 is independent of st and ct .
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Again, I will exploit the recursive nature of V (s0 , x0 ) to rewrite it as follows:
V (s0 , x0 ) = maxc0 {u(c0 ) + β [max{ct+1 }∞
t=0

∞
X

β t E[u(ct+1 )|s0 , x0 ]]}

t=0

|

{z

E[V (s1 ,x1 )]=E[V (T (c0 ,s0 ,x0 ))]

}

(6)

s.t. st+1 = T (ct , st , xt ), ct ∈ Γ(st , xt ), xt+1 = f (xt , t+1 ) ∀t = 0, 1, ...
This yields the stochastic version of the Bellman equation:
V (s0 , x0 ) = maxc0 u(c0 ) + βE[V (s1 , x1 )]

(7)

s.t. s1 = T (c0 , s0 , x0 ), c1 ∈ Γ(s0 , x0 ), x1 = f (x0 , 1 )
More generally, the Bellman equation can be written as follows:
V (st , xt ) = maxct u(ct ) + βE[V (st+1 , xt+1 )]

(8)

s.t. st+1 = T (ct , st , xt ), ct ∈ Γ(st , xt ), xt+1 = f (xt , t+1 )
The derivations above yield both the deterministic and stochastic versions of the standard
Bellman Equation in terms of pre-decision state variables. In the next section, I will explain
how to rewrite the Bellman equation in terms of post-decision states. This mathematically
simple modification will afford a tremendous amount of modeling flexibility; and will render
otherwise intractable dynamic economic models solvable.

2.2

The Post-Decision State Bellman Equation

In this section, I will construct the Bellman equation in terms of post-decision state variables,
roughly following (but also expanding on) the treatment of this subject in Powell (2007) and
Bertsekas (2011). Additionally, I will focus on building an adaptation that is well-suited to the
timing conventions and model properties of dynamic economic models, rather than operations
research or engineering applications. This exposition will begin with a comparison of predecision and post-decision states to make this distinction clear. A pre-decision state consists of
endogenous state variables determined at the end of the previous period, st , and realizations of
the exogenous process at the start of this period, xt . This state is “pre-decision” because it is
determined entirely before the time t controls, ct , are selected. In contrast, the post-decision
state consists of the endogenous state variables determined at the end of period t, st+1 , and
exogenous processes realized at the start of period t, xt . Recall from the construction of the
Bellman equation in the previous section that st+1 = T (ct , st , xt ). That is, near the start of
time t, st and xt are pinned down. Once ct is chosen, st+1 will be pinned down, too. This yields
the post-decision state–that is, the state immediately after we have selected controls. Figure 1
shows this relationship through the arrival of new information in discrete time model.
6

Pre-Decision

Post-Decision

St, Xt

St+1, Xt

Pre-Decision

St+1, Xt+1

t

t

Post-Decision Pre-Decision

Post-Decision

St+2, Xt+1 St+2, Xt+2

St+3, Xt+2

t+2

t+1

t+1

t+3

t+2

Figure 1: Timing conventions for the pre-decision and post-decision state variables.

Note that the value of a post-decision state is the maximum, expected, discounted utility
that the agent can achieve immediately after controls have been selected. Using this definition,
the post-decision state value function, V x (st , xt−1 ), can be written as follows:
x

V (st , xt−1 ) = E{max{ct+s }∞
s=0

∞
X

β s E[u(ct+s )|st , xt−1 ]}

s=0

(9)

s.t. st+s+1 = T (ct+s , st+s , xt+s ), ct+s ∈ Γ(st+s , xt+s ), xt+s+1 = f (xt+s , t+s ), ∀s = 0, 1, ...
We will now manipulate this equation to derive useful, related properties, as well as a final
expression for the post-decision state Bellman equation. We begin this process by recalling that
the agent will not choose ct until xt has been realized. For this reason, V x (st , xt−1 ) can also
be written as the expectation, conditional on the information set (st , xt−1 ), of the maximum,
expected, discounted utility that the agent will receive after xt arrives. This is equivalent to
the expected value of state (st , xt ), conditional on the information set (st , xt−1 ):
V x (st , xt−1 ) = E[V (st , xt )|st , xt−1 ]

(10)

s.t. st+1 = T (ct , st , xt ), ct ∈ Γ(st , xt ), xt+1 = f (xt , t+1 ), ∀t = 0, 1, ...
Stepping forward in time, we may write the value of being in post-decision state (st+1 , xt )
as follows:
V x (st+1 , xt ) = E[V (st+1 , xt+1 )|st+1 , xt ]

(11)

s.t. st+2 = T (ct+1 , st+1 , xt+1 ), ct+1 ∈ Γ(st+1 , xt+1 ), xt+2 = f (xt+1 , t+2 ), ∀t = 0, 1, ...
Finally, one additional relationship is needed. It can be shown that the following holds between
the pre-decision and post-decision state Bellman equations:
V (st , xt ) = maxct u(ct ) + βV x (st+1 , xt )
s.t. st+1 = T (ct , st , xt ), ct ∈ Γ(st , xt ), xt+1 = f (xt , t+1 ), ∀t = 0, 1, ...
7

(12)

Short proofs are given in the appendix for the claims made by equations (10) and (12).4
These two equations, as well as equation (11), can be used to demonstrate useful relationships
between the pre-decision and post-decision state Bellman equations. For instance, if (10) is
substituted into (12), it yields the standard, pre-decision Bellman equation. On the other hand,
if (12) is substituted into (10), it yields the following post-decision state Bellman equation:
V x (st , xt−1 ) = E{maxct u(ct ) + βV x (st+1 , xt )|st , xt−1 }

(13)

s.t. st+1 = T (ct , st , xt ), ct = Γ(st , xt ), xt+1 ∈ f (xt , t+1 ), ∀t = 0, 1, ...
There are two important things to note. First, the expectations operator is outside of the
maximum operator. This differs from the standard, pre-decision state Bellman equation. And
second, the problem within the expectation is deterministic.
Van Roy et. al (1997), Judd (1998), and Barto and Sutton (1998) all separately identified
this alternative form of the Bellman equation. Powell (2007) and Bertsekas (2011) provided the
first general descriptions of how it could be used to construct solution algorithms for operations
research and engineering applications respectively. In particular, they demonstrated that it
was most valuable in high-dimensional dynamic programming problems, as well as problems
where the stochastic processes were complicated or unknown. Modern, computational textbook
approaches to solving dynamic, stochastic general equilibrium models, such as those in Heer
and Maussner (2009) and DeJong and Dave (2007), do not discuss either the post-decision state
Bellman equation or the associated algorithms.

2.3

The Post-Decision State Dynamic Programming Solution Algorithm

In the previous section, I demonstrated how to construct the post-decision state Bellman equation. Next, I will discuss two algorithms that take advantage of this alternative approach to
dynamic programming. Both of these solution methods fall into the family of approximate
dynamic programming algorithms that exploit post-decision states. The first approach is the
ADP-POST algorithm,5 modified for use in a dynamic economic model. The second approach is
a refinement that incorporates an information-sharing subroutine that exploits GPU-computing.
The algorithms described in this section will follow Powell (2007) and Bertsekas (2011).
Before we construct the algorithm, it is useful to recall the form of the post-decision state

4

As far as this author is aware, this paper provides the first proofs for these three important properties, which

are referenced in Powell (2007).
5
This is sometimes referred to as neuro-dynamic programming, reinforcement learning with post-decision
states, or forward dynamic programming with post-decision states.
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Bellman equation from the previous section:
V x (st , xt−1 ) = E{maxct u(ct ) + βV x (st+1 , xt )|st , xt−1 }

(14)

s.t. st+1 = T (ct , st , xt ), ct ∈ Γ(st , xt ), xt+1 ∈ f (xt , t+1 ), ∀t = 0, 1, ...
Notice again that the maximization step is inside of the expectation. This property of the
post-decision state Bellman equation initially appears to make things more complicated, but
actually makes it substantially easier to solve certain classes of models. In particular, it will
make it possible to construct algorithms that first perform the maximization step; and then
compute the expectation afterwards. This first step is then combined with draws from the
exogenous processes, which transition the agent to the next step; and then a smoothing step,
which implicitly computes the expectation outside of the maximization step while fostering
convergence. The baseline algorithm is outlined below and follows Powell (2007).

2.4

Algorithm 1.1: ADP-POST (Infinite Horizon, Representative Agent)

The ADP-POST algorithm will provide a foundation for all algorithms constructed in this paper.
The baseline version of the algorithm proceeds as follows:
• Step 0: Perform all initializations.
– i. Initialize the “look-up table” approximation of the value function in all states.
0

That is, for each state, (s ∈ s, x ∈ x), assign a starting value to V (s, x), where the
superscript 0 indicates that this is an approximation taken at the 0th iteration.
– ii. Initialize the state, (s0 ∈ s, x0 ∈ x). For representative agent, infinite horizon
models, it may be natural to assume the the agent starts in the steady state.
– iii. Increment the iteration counter to n=n+1.
• Step 1: Choose a simulation period length, T. Generate a sample of the exogenous processes, xt , for the simulation period: 1,...,T.
• Step 2 : For all periods, t=1,...T, perform the following three steps:
– i. Choose controls to maximize the expression inside of the expectation of V (st , xt−1 )
for a particular realization of xt , given that ct ∈ (st , xt ):
Ṽ n (st , xt−1 ) = maxct u(ct ) + βV

n−1

(st+1 , xt ),

– ii. Compute the expectation by updating the value function approximation, V n−1 :
V n (st , xt−1 ) = (1 − αn−1 )V̄ n−1 (st , xt−1 ) + αn−1 Ṽ n (st , xt−1 )
Note that α denotes the step size. We index it with n to indicate that it may change
with the iteration. It may also be stochastic.
9

– iii. Use the result from the maximization step, st , and the realization of the exogenous
processes, xt+1 , to compute the next period’s pre-decision state.
• Step 3: Check convergence criterion. If satisfied, go to Step 4. If not satisfied, increment
n and go to Step 1.
• Step 4: Return the value function approximation, V (s, x)N , in the form of a look-up table.
Now that the basic algorithm has been described, it will be useful to examine Steps 1 and
2 in greater detail. In Step 1, a sample of the exogenous processes is drawn. In a standard
DSGE model with a representative agent, these processes might capture things like productivity
shocks. Usually, it is assumed that these exogenous variables follow a continuous process, which
can be approximated through discretization. Often, Tauchen (1986) is employed to construct
a Markov chain and transition matrix that approximate the continuous analog. Alternatively,
quadrature methods can be used to approximate the expectation.
One of the benefits of using Algorithm 1.1 is that it is possible to avoid explicitly computing
expectations using either of these approaches. That is, the household’s dynamic programming
problem can be solved without ever employing quadrature methods or transforming the assumed continuous, exogenous processes into discrete Markov processes. To understand why
this is important, consider the two examples given below.

Example 1. Correlated Exogenous Processes. In a model with several sectors or several assets,
it is common to have two exogenous processes that comove empirically. Solving computational
models will often require the assumption that processes are orthogonal for the sake of simplicity. Assuming this makes it possible to take expectations without explicitly accounting for
the dependence between the processes. That is, if z and q are the exogenous variables in the
household’s problem, then zt−1 will yield the pre-shock distribution of zt , and qt−1 will yield
the pre-shock distribution qt . However, if we assume that these processes are dependent, then
zt depends not only on zt−1 , but also on qt . This not only requires us to use more technically
sophisticated quadrature methods or discretization techniques (i.e. conditional Markov processes), but also requires us to use a higher dimensional approximation in order to capture the
dependence relationship accurately.
In contrast, if Algorithm 1.1 is employed, then it is not necessary to devise a strategy for
computing the expectation. Being able to simulate the exogenous process will be sufficient. This
could be done, for instance, by using a copula simulator to generate series for the exogenous
processes before the algorithm is even initiated. Step 2(ii) will then compute an approximation
10

of the expectation that improves as the simulation length increases. This suggests that constructing and solving a model with many exogenous processes that depend on each other will be
no more difficult than constructing and solving a model with the same number of independent
processes.

Example 2. Exogenous Processes with Unknown Functional Form. Consider a model in which
a household may hold many classes of assets. Assume further that the returns to those assets
depend on exogenous processes; and that those processes exhibit dependence. Working with a
pre-decision state value function, it will be necessary to use technically sophisticated methods
(i.e. copula estimation or multiple conditional Markov processes); and then make functional
form assumptions about the joint distribution from which shocks are drawn. In contrast, using
post-decision state variables, it is possible to run simulations with the actual asset data without
ever performing the intermediate steps.
In short, examples 1 and 2 demonstrate the benefits of using the post-decision state value
function: it enables us to bypass difficult expectations without ever explicitly computing them.
Furthermore, in some cases, it makes it possible to avoid making any assumptions at all about
the exogenous processes in the model, which can both limit model error and eliminate the need
for highly sophisticated techniques.
I will now return to Step 2 in greater detail, which is the other major departure from predecision state dynamic programming algorithms. In particular, in substep (i), controls were
selected to maximize a deterministic function, which is a substantial departure from what is
normally done in stochastic dynamic programming problems. This has the primary benefit of
reducing the dimensionality of the problem. Substep (ii) may also look unfamiliar, even though
it is similar to smoothing step often used in pre-decision dynamic programming algorithms.
Here, it not only plays the role of smoothing, but also implicitly computes the expected value of
being in state (st , xt−1 ). To understand why this is the case, notice that the maximum value of
Ṽ (st , xt−1 ) will depend on the realization of xt . Thus, arriving at (st , xt−1 ) for a second, third,
and fourth time, but with a different realization of xt will provide more information about
the value of being in state (st , xt−1 ). Furthermore, the frequency with which agents encounter
certain realizations of xt will provide information about the probabilities of realizations.

11

2.5

Algorithm 1.2: ADP-POST with Information-Sharing (Infinite Horizon, Heterogeneous
Agents)

One property of ADP-POST is that it simultaneously solves the choice problem and simulates agent behavior. This differs from VFI and PM, which must first solve the problem and
then simulate agent behavior. The benefit of this property is that it allows us to solve the model
for many agents on different stochastic simulation paths simultaneously. Information can then
be shared across agents at some specified point in the algorithm. In the case of incomplete
markets models with aggregate uncertainty, the aggregation step–where the laws of motion are
estimated–provides a natural, unparallelizable point at which agents may share information
about the values of states visited. In the algorithm below, I demonstrate how this can be done
for ADP-POST. Note that S and X denote the sets of endogenous and exogenous aggregate
state variables, respectively. Furthermore, note that the algorithm is provided for the most
general case, where the model contains endogenous and exogenous state variables; however, for
simpler applications, S and X can be removed and the aggregation step can be eliminated.
• Step 0-Step2(ii): See Algorithm 1.1.
• Step 2(iii): Compute the agent-specific expectation by updating the value function approximations, Vin−1 , separately for each household: Vin (St−1 , Xt−1 , sit , xit−1 ) =
(1 − αn−1 )V̄in−1 (St−1 , Xt−1 , sit , xit−1 ) + αn−1 Ṽin (St−1 , Xt−1 , sit , xit−1 )
Note that α denotes the step size. It is indexed with n to indicate that it may change
with the iteration. Households in are indexed by i.
iv. Average the value function approximations across households to share all available
information:
V n (St−1 , Xt−1 , sit , xit−1 ) =

P

i∈I

V̄in (St−1, , Xt−1 , sit , xit−1 )µi

Note that I is the set of all households and µi is the mass of household i. For example, if
there are K agents of equal mass in the model, then µi =

1
K,

for all i. Alternatively, the

distribution might be written as function of state variables.
• Step 2(iii) - Step 4 : See Algorithm 1.1.
It is important now to gain a full understanding of the merits of Algorithm 1.2. A good place
to start is by comparing it to an extension of Algorithm 1.1 with heterogeneous agents, but
without information-sharing. Here, households solve their decision problems simultaneously,
but do so without the benefit of what other agents have learned. If information-sharing is
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imposed in a model with 10,000 heterogeneous agents, then each agent gains information about
the value of 10,000 state-path trajectories after each iteration, rather than one.
Another possible approach to this problem would involve sharing information across agents
within iterations. In the limit, this approach might entail using the same value function approximation for all agents. This approach has two benefits: first, it provides agents with more
information about the values of states within iteration, leading to faster convergence if all other
things are equal; and second, in the limiting case (one value function approximation only),
it substantially reduces the amount of data that must be held in memory (down from 10,000
arrays to 1). However, there is another drawback to using this approach: it does not lend itself
to parallelization. That is, it is not possible to solve each household’s problem in isolation on a
separate CPU or GPU core if household i’s value function approximation depends on household
j’s approximation. For this reason, the algorithm above defers information-sharing and performs
it as an end-of-iteration task. This will not prevent further parallelization, since heterogeneous
agent models require aggregation and law of motion estimation at the end of each iteration,
regardless of how the household problem is solved.
I have now outlined the two primary algorithms that are the focus of this paper. The
first algorithm will be used to test ADP-POST relative to common global solution methods.
The second algorithm can be used in more complex applications, but will only be tested once
and on a large grid to demonstrate its effectiveness. I will then discuss two modifications I
make to the original ADP-POST algorithm to improve its accuracy and stability. I will also
discuss an extension of the ADP-POST algorithm in the appendix, which will be useful for
finite horizon models, including OLG macro models with many heterogeneous agents. After
those subsections, I review global solution methods that are common in the DSGE literature,
which will be used as performance benchmarks. In particular, I will focus on common methods
for infinite horizon models, including value function iteration, the parameterized expectations
approach, and projection methods.
2.5.1

Modified Search-Then-Converge (STC) Stepsize

Stepsize selection is an important component of pre-decision state dynamic programming
algorithms; however, it is an even more important choice for the ADP-POST family of algorithms. This is because the stepsize not only fosters convergence, but also implicitly computes
the expectation over the values of future states. Poor stepsize selection can result in either
ignoring important information about states or assigning too much weight to the value of the
most recently visited state.
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In general, a well-constructed stepsize for ADP-POST should remain large during early
iterations, but decline sharply as more of the state space is visited on the simulation path,
making new observations less informative. A commonly used stepsize with such properties is
Darken and Moody’s (1992) Search-Then-Converge (STC) routine, which is updated as follows:

αn = α0

β n
α0 τ
β n
n2
α0 τ + τ

1+
1+

!
(15)

In the above equation, n is the outer iteration counter, αn is the stepsize at iteration n, and
β and τ are parameters that can be tuned to adjust the onset and duration of the “search”
and “converge” phases. It is important to note that the above equation implies that a uniform
stepsize should be applied to all value function updates within a given iteration. This suggests
that information about a state that has never been visited previously should be treated as if
it were exactly as informative as information about a state that has been visited thousands of
times on the simulation path. This is particularly problematic, since infrequently visited states
will tend to be reached in later iterations, where small stepsizes will be applied. This will tend
to bias the values of infrequently visited states towards their initializations.
I modify the STC algorithm by performing value function updates during the stochastic
simulation and by using state-specific stepsizes. I start by constructing an associated matrix,
Q, of state-visit counts. The element, qi,j ∈ Q, is the number of times state (i,j) has been visited
in all previous simulation steps, including simulations in earlier iterations. Next, I replace n in
equation (15) with qi,j /n. Note that this functional form normalizes the state-visit count by
the total number of outer iterations. This will create a stepsize that assimilates information
depending on the relative frequency with which states have been visited. States within a narrow
area around the steady state will be visited frequently and will quickly become uninformative;
however, state visits further away will still remain informative in later iterations.
It is important to note that increasing the size of the state space will impact how this
modified version of the STC stepsize algorithm works. As an example, consider the case where
the simulation length is T, the number of capital states is k̄, and the number of productivity
states is z̄. On average, qi,j will grow at rate

T
.
k̄z̄

Thus, if z̄ or k̄ is increased, but T is left

unchanged, then the onset of the the convergence phase will be delayed. Furthermore, if z̄ k̄ > T ,
then the stepsize will tend to grow over time, preventing convergence; and, finally, if z̄ k̄ is larger
than, but close to T, then nodes far away from the steady state will have a low qi,j , and may
have large stepsizes applied to them, even if frequently visited states do not.
Figure 2 provides a visual comparison of the modified and unmodified STC stepsize algorithms for the first 15,000 periods of a simulation. The primary difference between the two
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Figure 2: Figure 2: STC and Modified STC

algorithms is that there is no variation in stepsize within the outer iteration of the unmodified
STC algorithm. To the contrary, the stepsize in modified STC is updated in every simulation
period and depends on qi,j . Notice that this allows for a substantial amount of flexibility within
an outer iteration: we can simultaneously apply small stepsizes to frequently visited states and
large stepsizes to infrequently visited states, which permits us to lower the average stepsize
quickly without ignoring important information. Finally, note that Figure 2 shows stepsizes for
the case where z̄ k̄ is close to T, which illustrates the point from the previous paragraph: after
iteration 0, the modified STC stepsize decreases slowly across outer iterations.
2.5.2

Exploiting Well-Behaved Regions

This component of the MADP-POST algorithm consists of two steps. In the first step, a
well-behaved region of either the decision rules or the value function is identified. In the second
step, that well-behaved region is used to draw inferences about the shape of the decision rules
or value function outside of that region.

Step 1: Identify the Well-Behaved Region

The first step begins by identifying all relevant discontinuities in the decision rules. These
discontinuities will generally fall into one of two categories. The first category involves a binary
choice (e.g. default) or a constraint. This category of discontinuities generates no substantial
challenges for this step of the ADP-POST algorithm because they occur at known locations in
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the value function. The other group may arise from subtle modeling features that introduce a
discontinuity at an unknown location in the value function. This category of discontinuity can
introduce problems if it appears near the edges of the ergodic set and is infrequently visited
in simulations. For this reason, it is important to identify the plausible locations of such
discontinuities if they are present in a model; and to adjust the algorithm accordingly, so that
the region around the discontinuity is reached in simulations.
Next, if all discontinuities are determined to be of the first type–which will be true for many
classes of problems–then we may proceed by solving the model with the unmodified ADP-POST
algorithm. We can then extract the value function and implied decision rules; and use them
to define a well-behaved region. The following can be used to identify the boundaries of the
well-behaved region:
• The Q matrix.
• The monotonicity of the value function or decision rules in continuous arguments, such as
capital.
• The monotonicity of the value function or decision rules in discrete arguments, such as
income endowment shocks.
• The concavity of the value function in capital–and, more generally, real asset holdings.
• The slope of conditional decision rules for a state variable.
The Q matrix provides us with the frequency with which each state was visited on the
simulation path. Initially, using Q may seem to be an efficient way to determine the “welldefined” region; however, this approach suffers from two problems. First, the decline in visit
frequency is likely to occur continuously over some dimension of a decision rule. This will make
it difficult to identify an exact threshold between areas that have been visited “too infrequently”
and areas that have been visited “enough.” For instance, using 0 state-visits as a threshold will
not yield accurate results. This is because regions with a small, but positive number of statevisits will not only be highly inaccurate, but will be biased in the direction of the initialization.
Furthermore, this approach is problematic because different state-visits receive different weights,
depending on when they occurred. Thus, the Q matrix may provide some useful information
about identifying the boundaries, but it should not be used alone.
We will now consider the monotonicity of the value function or decision rules in continuous
arguments, such as capital. Often, if there are no discontinuities of the second type in a
model, we will know a priori that the value function is weakly monotonic in certain continuous
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arguments. In the case of capital, for instance, we know that entering a period with a higher
capital stock will always permit the agent to achieve a higher path of consumption streams.
This suggests that the value function should be monotonically increasing in capital, conditional
on all other states. This provides us with a simple test: if a violation of monotonicity occurs in
a region with no discontinuity, then this part of the value function is outside of the well-behaved
region. A similar test can be applied to the decision rules. It should be noted, however, that
such a test may be too weak, since it will not detect a boundary, but will instead identify that
a node is outside of that boundary.
A similar test can be performed for discrete arguments, such as unemployment shocks or
discretized income shocks. If, for instance, a model has 5 discrete income states, we might
expect the value function to be monotonic in those states. This is because a higher income
state will allow the agent to achieve a higher path of consumption streams, conditional on a
particular set of state variables. This suggests that we can check if the monotonicity relation
holds at each point in the state space; and rule out parts where it does not.
Another test we can perform relies on the concavity of the value function in certain arguments, such as capital. In the absence of the second type of discontinuity, this concavity will
often arise from the shape of the utility function and discounting. To understand how this
works, consider an evenly-spaced capital grid with kn nodes: k ∈ [k1 , ..., kkn ]. If the value
function is concave in capital, then the value of k2 should be closer to k3 than it is to k1 . This is
a stronger requirement than monotonicity and will be useful if we wish to conservatively define
the well-behaved region.
Finally, the slope of a conditional decision rule can provide useful information about whether
or not an area falls within the well-behaved region. In particular, if we compute the slope of k’,
plotted against k, for a given set of other states, we may find that it is implausible in certain
places, given the properties of the model. For instance, if the decision rule implies that an
increase in period t capital of 1 unit leads to an increase in period t+1 capital of 2 units, we
may rule this out as implausible. More generally, we may impose the following condition for a
given value of γ:
(k 0 (kj+1 ) − k 0 (kj )) < γ(kj+1 − kj )

(16)

If this condition is violated, then we may state that the associated node is not within the wellbehaved region. We can then exclude that node from Step 2, as well as any nodes further away
from the steady state along that dimension.

Step 2: Update the Value Function or Decision Rules
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We have now defined a “well-behaved” region of either the decision rules or value function.
Next, we will exploit the properties of this region to update the values of states outside of it.
One simple way in which we can do this is to regress the values of states in the well-behaved
region on polynomial transformations of the the state variables. For simple problems, an exponential polynomial of the natural log of states may be sufficient. For more complicated problems,
it may be necessary to use high order, orthogonal polynomial transformations to capture the
relevant nonlinearities. Note that these same techniques can alternatively be used to estimate
the decision rules, rather than the values of states.
The baseline method described above can be modified in two ways to yield better results.
The first modification entails using WLS, rather than OLS. Recall that the WLS estimator is
given as follows:
βW LS = (X 0 Ω−1 X)−1 XΩ−1 Y

(17)

In the above equation, Ω−1 = P 0 P , where P is a diagonal matrix of weights. Since the precision
of state value estimates will depend on the frequency with which those states were visited on the
simulation path, we may use a transformation of the Q matrix to construct weights for WLS.
In particular, we will let wi,j , the weight associated with state (i,j), be equal to the proportion
of total state visits in the (i,j) element of Q:
wi,j = P

r∈I

qi,j
P

s∈J qr,s

(18)

The second modification involves iterating over the estimation stage, rather than performing it
after unmodified ADP-POST converges. Here, it is recommended that you use a numerically
stable method of updating the parameters, such as a Tikhonov regularization:
βRLS−T V = (X 0 X + ηIn )−1 X 0 Y

(19)

Note that η is a small scalar. For an overview of the Tikhonov regularization, as well as other
numerically stable methods for updating parameter values, see Judd, Maliar, and Maliar (2011).
Moving forward, we will use the subroutines in this section to construct modified ADPPOST (MADP-POST) algorithms. In general, the purpose of this class of algorithms is improve
the quality of the value functions and decision rules generated by the unmodified ADP-POST
algorithm.

3

Common Global Solution Methods
In this section, I will briefly review common global solution methods for dynamic economic

models, focusing primarily on those used most frequently to solve DSGE models. I will then
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evaluate the performance of some of these methods in the following sections; and will compare
the results to those of algorithms that make use of post-decision state variables. I will begin
the overview with a review of value function iteration.

3.1

Algorithm 2.1: Value Function Iteration

Value function iteration (VFI) is used to solve infinite horizon dynamic programming problems. It involves discretizing the state space, iterating over all states, and then updating the
value function approximation until some measure of convergence is achieved. It can be used as
a standalone solution method or it can serve as a first step for more advanced solution methods. The basic algorithm for VFI is presented below. Since it can easily be extended to the
heterogeneous agents case, I do not provide a separate solution algorithm.
The VFI algorithm proceeds as follows:
• Step 0 : Discretize the state space. For a representative agent model, choose a grid for
endogenous state variables, s = {s1 , ..., sN }, where sh < sj if h < j. Use Tauchen’s
method (1986) to discretize the exogenous processes, x, into a K-state Markov chain with
an associated transition matrix, P , where element pk,l is the probability of transitioning
from state k to l. For heterogeneous agents models, do this for both aggregate and
individual-level state variables.
• Step 1 : Initialize the value function, V 0 (si , xj ), at all grid points, s x x.
• Step 2 : For each grid point, (i,j), compute the value of choosing all possible post-decision
P
0
values of s, sm : wm (si , xj ) = u(si , xj , sm ) + β K
l=1 pj,l V (sm , xl ).
• Step 3 : For each grid point, (i,j), identify the index associated with the choice of endogenous state variables that maximizes wm (si , xj ), m∗ . Construct V 1 as follows for all (i,j):
V 1 (si , xj ) = wm∗ .
• Step 4 : Check for convergence using the following metric: maxi=1,...N,j=1,...,K |V 1 (si , xj )−
V 0 (si , xj )| ≤ 
If the convergence criterion is satisfied, stop the algorithm and compute the policy function. If
not, set V0 = V1 and return to Step 1.

3.2

Algorithm 2.2: Parameterized Expectations Approach (PEA)

The Parameterized Expectations Approach (PEA) differs from the solution methods we have
considered so far in that it does not involve the discretization of the state space. Instead, it
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requires us to construct continuous approximations of the expectational components of the first
order conditions. These approximations are created through the repetition of three steps. First,
a set of approximating functions is chosen and parameterized. Second, decisions are simulated
based on the chosen parameterization. And third, some convergence criterion is checked to
determine if the simulated decisions were sufficiently close to optimal.
One important thing to note about PEA is that it is not vulnerable to the curse of dimensionality in the same sense that VFI and backwards recursion are. In solution methods that rely
on iteration over discretized states, adding more state variables–and, in particular, continuous
state variables–substantially increases the number of function evaluations that must be performed to identify the maximum. In contrast, with PEA, adding another state variable adds no
such requirement. It does, however, make it more difficult to choose an initial parameterization
for the expectational terms.
The algorithm below constructs a general description of PEA, following Heer and Maussner
(2009) and Den Haan and Marcet (1990). While the algorithm is for the infinite horizon case,
it can easily be extended to capture finite horizon applications.
• Step 0 : Identify all model equations, including first order conditions, constraints, and
exogenous processes.
• Step 1 : Choose an initial functional form and parameterization for the expectational
components of the first order conditions. Here, we will represent this by Gh (sit , xit ; θh0 ),
where Gh is a function that approximates the hth expectational term and using parameters θh0 . Typically, high order polynomials are used to construct G. Assume that
h
the realization of the expectational component at time t+1 is ψit+1
, which means that
h
ψit+1
= Gh (sit , xit ) + uit and uit ∼ iid.

• Step 2 : Using the expectational term approximations, the initial values, and T periods
worth of simulated exogenous processes, compute the values of the endogenous, individuallevel state variables in each period and for each agent. Increase the value of n, the
parameter value iteration counter.
• Step 3 : Discard observations for periods T̃ and lower to eliminate the bias introduced
by initial values. Use the data for all periods after T̃ , all agents, and all expectational
components to estimate the parameter values using the following objective function: θˆn =
P P
P
h
n 2
argminθn i∈I Tt=−1
h∈H (ψit+1 − Gh (sit , xit ; θ )
T̃ +1
• Step 4 : Set θn = (1−αn )θn−1 +αn θˆn . Check the following convergence criterion: max(θˆn −
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θn−1 ) < , where max() is performed element-wise. If the condition is satisfied, then stop.
Otherwise, return to Step 2.
It should be noted that the stochastic version of PEA–the one given in Algorithm 2.3–is most
closely related to the ADP-POST family of algorithms. Both fall into category of stochastic
simulation algorithms according to the taxonomy in Judd, Maliar, and Maliar (2011).

3.3

Algorithm 2.3: Projection Methods (PM)

Projection Methods (PM) are difficult to characterize because they cover a wide variety of
approaches to solving multi-period choice problems. Broadly, PM consists of many tools that
can be used to approximate common functions in choice problems (i.e. value functions, decision
rules, expectational equations, etc.). The PM approach is typically performed by choosing the
functional form for an approximation, computing the residual of that approximation, and then
using some method to minimize the residual. Below, we will consider a basic algorithm for PM,
which follows Heer and Maussner (2009) and Heer and Maussner (2008).
• Step 0 : Identify a set of optimality conditions or functional equations, ĝ(s, x; θ), that
have an associated residual. Choose a family of basis functions, ξ(s, x), and a degree
P
of approximation, ρ, where ĝ(s, x; θ) = ρk=0 φk ξk (s, x). Chebychev Polynomials are a
common choice in the literature; and have the benefit of being an orthogonal class of
polynomials, which reduces multicollinearity in Step 3.
• Step 1 : Define the residual function R(s, x; θ) = G(ĝ(s, x; θ)).
• Step 2 : Choose a projection function, χi , and a weighting function, w. Compute the inner
product for all of the H optimality conditions or functional equations, where i=1,...,H:
R R
χi = s x w(s, x)R(s, x; θ)χi dsdx
• Step 3 : Choose the value of θ that yields χi = 0 for i=1,...,H. Alternatively, find θ that
R R
minimizes s x R(s, x; θ)2 dsdx
• Step 4 : Check the accuracy of the solution, θ̂. If the measure of error is too large, then
increase ρ and return to Step 1. For heterogeneous agents models, nest Steps 1-4 within
an aggregation algorithm.
For Step 0, consider the Bellman equation for an infinite horizon choice problem. We know
P
that V (si , xj ) = maxsm u(si , xj , sm ) + β K
l=1 pj,l V (sm , xl ), which implies that R(si , xj ; θ) =
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maxSm [V (si , xj ) − u(si , xj , sm ) − β

PK

l=1 pj,l V

0 (s

m , xl )].

Here, an ideal choice of g() might be

V(). However, we might think about choosing policy functions or Euler equations for g() instead.
In the next section, I will discuss the metrics that can be used to measure the accuracy of all
of the aforementioned solution methods; and make it possible to make meaningful comparisons
across alternatives.

4

Accuracy Measures
In many cases, it is possible to arbitrarily increase the accuracy of a solution method;

however, doing so will typically incur a run time increase. For instance, with VFI, increasing
the number of nodes in the state space grid will improve accuracy, but will also increase the
amount of time it takes to perform an iteration. Similarly, with PEA and PM, accuracy can be
improved by increasing the order of the polynomial transformations of state variables, but doing
so may indirectly increase run time by necessitating a smaller stepsize. For this reason, it is
often not meaningful to discuss “convergence time” and “accuracy” separately. Moving forward,
we will structure the analysis around the tradeoff between convergence time and accuracy.
The primary measures of accuracy we explore are as follows: 1) Euler equation residuals;
2) dynamic Euler equation residuals; 3) deviations from the analytical decision rules; and 4)
moments of cross-sectional distributions. Other popular measures of accuracy not considered
include time series moment comparisons and the DM statistic (Den Haan and Marcet, 1994).
Moment analysis of aggregate time series is omitted because it typically does not yield useful
comparisons of global solution methods (Heer and Maussner, 2008). The DM statistic is dropped
in favor of the dynamic Euler equation residual Den Haan (2010a), which fulfills the same role,
but is arguably easier to interpret.

4.1

Euler Equation Residuals

Heer and Maussner (2009) find that there are substantial differences in accuracy between global
and local solution methods when Euler equation residuals are used as the metric for accuracy.
The general strategy behind Euler equation residual tests is to determine the accuracy of the
decision rules by checking whether or not they are consistent with the model’s optimality conditions. The Euler equation residual method is typically implemented by using some variation
of the following five steps:
• Step 1. Identify the model’s Euler equations and write them in terms of residual equations
that are equal to zero if the agent has made an optimal decision.
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• Step 2. Solve the model and recover the decision rules.
• Step 3. Plug the decision rules into the Euler equations.
• Step 4. Evaluate the residual equations over a discrete state space grid.
• Step 5. Compute descriptive statistics for the Euler equation residuals to use as a basis
for comparison.
For the sake of consistency, I will construct Euler equation residuals in the style of Den
Haan (2010a). In the simplest case, where capital is the only state and consumption is the only
control, the Euler equation residual can be written as follows:
c(k) − c̄(k)
c̄(k)

(20)

In the equation above, c(k) is the consumption value implied by the decision rules and c̄(k)
is the value computed explicitly from the conditional expectation (in stochastic models) on the
right hand side of the Euler equation. The benefit of using this particular form of the Euler
equation residual is that scale is not arbitrary or difficult to interpret. The residual is simply
the percentage deviation of the consumption decision rule from optimality at a given node in
the state space.6 Note that residuals are typically computed at many points over the state
space grid; and are then summarized by two statistics: the maximum and the average. It is
also sometimes useful to identify the location of the maximum within the state space.

4.2

Dynamic Euler Equation Residuals

One limitation of the standard Euler equation residual is that it only captures “static inaccuracies” – that is, one-off-optimization errors. In order to get a more complete understanding
of the accuracy of different solution methods, we must take an expanded view of errors that captures dynamics. In particular, it will be useful to measure the extent to which static inaccuracies
accumulate over time in dynamic setting.
The DM statistic (Den Haan and Marcet, 1994) is an alternative to using Euler equation
residuals that captures the accumulation of errors over time. It is difficult to interpret, however,
since the frequency of rejection rises with the size of the simulation length. For this reason, I
will consider the dynamic Euler equation residual, which fulfills the same role, but has a simpler
interpretation. Following Den Haan (2010a), we may compute it as follows:
6

For another form of the Euler equation residual with a clear interpretation, see Christiano and Fischer

(2000).
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• Step 0. Set k̃0 = k0 .
• Step 1. Create a temporary variable: k̂t+1 = k(k̃t , t ).
• Step 2. Compute the conditional expectation of the right hand side of the Euler equation
using k̂t+1 , k(k̂t+1 , t+1 ), and the distribution of t+1 .
• Step 3. Calculate c̄t using the Euler equation, the budget constraint, and k̃t+1 .
We can now use equation (20) to compare ct and c̄t . The important difference is that
errors are now generated on the simulation path, rather than at each grid point in a predefined
region within the state space. This accomplishes two things. First, it introduces dynamics
into the error measure by allowing mistakes made in previous periods to carry over into future
periods. And second, it only examines errors on the simulation path; and, therefore, eliminates
the requirement that algorithms be tested in regions of the state space that are outside of the
ergodic set.

5

Results

In this section, we will test the algorithms that were described earlier. This will proceed as
follows. First, the baseline model will be presented. Next, the model will be solved using the
aforementioned algorithms. Third, the results will be compared using the measures of accuracy
described above. I will start by outlining a standard business cycle model with no labor supply,
which will be used in the first set of tests. In the second set of tests, I will focus models with
many heterogeneous agents.

5.1

Neoclassical Model (Infinite Horizon, Representative Agent)

Households in the baseline model are assumed to maximize expected, discounted utility from
consumption, ct :

maxc0 E0

∞
X

β t [log(ct )]

(21)

t=0

It is assumed that β ∈ (0, 1). Additionally, the household faces the following budget constraint,
where kt is the household’s capital stock, and rt is the return to capital:
kt+1 = (1 + rt )kt − ct

(22)

The firm produces output using aggregate capital, Kt with the following production function:
Yt = Zt Ktα
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(23)

Capital is assumed to depreciate at rate δ. Productivity, Zt is assumed to follow an AR(1)
process in logs:
lnZt = ρlnZt−1 + t , t ∼ N (0, σ)

(24)

The firm maximizes profit, yielding the following factor price for capital:

rt = αZt Ktα−1 − δ

(25)

The economy is subject to an aggregate resource constraint:
Yt = Kt+1 − (1 − δ)Kt + Ct

(26)

Additionally, we assume that all individual variables are equal to aggregate variables in equilibrium: ct = Ct and kt = Kt . Combining the first order conditions for the household, the
equilibrium conditions, and the first order conditions for the firm, we get the following equations that characterize the model:
1
= λt
ct

(27)



α−1
+ (1 − δ)
λt = βEt λt+1 αZt+1 Kt+1

(28)

Kt+1 + Ct = Zt Ktα + (1 − δ)Kt

(29)

Using the description above and the methods outlined earlier, it will now be possible to solve,
simulate, and test the accuracy of the model under each of the different candidate solution
methods. In particular, results will be presented for value function iteration, parameterized
expectations, projection methods, and two versions of the ADP-POST algorithm.

5.2

Full Depreciation Case

In the case where δ = 1, the model has a known, closed-form solution. In particular, the decision
rule for capital is given as follows:7
kt+1 = αβzt ktα

(30)

This special case provides a powerful tool for testing algorithms by making it possible to
compare numerical solutions to the the exact, analytical solution. I take advantage of this feature
by solving and simulating each algorithm for the neoclassical model with full depreciation. I
then perform a visual comparison of the analytical and numerical decision rules. This allows me
to identify where each algorithm’s decision rules deviate from the model’s analytical solution.
7

See the appendix for a proof.
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5.3

International Business Cycle Model (Infinite Horizon, Autarky)

The second set of tests will expand on the representative agent model by incorporating many
heterogeneous countries. This is a simple extension of the original model, since all countries will
be assumed to be ex-ante identical and will exist in autarky. Differences across countries will
be generated by sequences of country-specific productivity shocks. The purpose of this exercise
will be to test the performance of ADP-POST in a setting with heterogeneity. The results of
this exercise can be interpreted as the amount of time it would take to compute the stationary
distribution of wealth in an incomplete markets model, such as the one described by (Aiyagari,
1994). Alternatively, this can be interpreted as the time needed to complete a single iteration
of the Krusell and Smith (1998) algorithm in a model with incomplete markets and aggregate
uncertainty.
Moving forward, we will solve a substantially simpler model for three reasons. First and
most importantly, doing so will limit the number of confounders. That is, the results will
primarily reflect the time needed to solve the household’s problem and simulate its behavior,
rather than the behavior of supplementary algorithms that would be needed to solve larger
models. Second, the simpler approach will make it possible to compare numerically-generated
distributional moments to the analytically-derived distributional moments. And third, all of
the solution methods tested–including the least stable and the slowest–will converge in a short
window of time, allowing for a valid comparison across algorithms.
Below, we will consider the model in detail. Each country is assumed to consist of a representative agent who maximizes utility from consumption:

maxci0 E0

∞
X

β t [log(cit )]

(31)

t=0

Unlike the representative agent model, it will be assumed that the natural log of productivity
is independently and identically distributed across time and across countries:
lnZit = it , it ∼ N (0, σ)

(32)

The firm in each country produces output using aggregate capital, Kit with the following production function:
Yit = Zit Kitα

(33)

Each economy is subject to an aggregate resource constraint:
Yit = Kit+1 − (1 − δ)Kit + Cit
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(34)

Aggregate capital and consumption for the global economy are computed as follows, where µi
is the mass of country i:

Kt =

N
X

Kit µi

(35)

Cit µi

(36)

i=1

Ct =

N
X
i=1

5.4

Representative Agent Model with Nonconvexities (Infinite Horizon)

Finally, we compare the stability of ADP-POST to PEA (the other stochastic simulation
algorithm considered). This is done by introducing a non convexity into the household’s decision
rules along the capital dimension. I generate this by assuming that a minimum level of capital
is needed to produce output. Otherwise, households engage in home production and receive Ȳ :

Yt =



Zt Ktα ,

K > K̃


Ȳ ,

K ≤ K̃

(37)

This exercise will attempt to capture something that is elusive in the more formal accuracy
and run time tests: solution methods also differ in terms of stability and ease of parameterization. In particular, ADP-POST approaches the stability of methods such as VFI and does
not require a complicated parameterization. In contrast, other stochastic simulation methods
will often diverge when nonconvexities are introduced if an extensive reparameterization is not
performed.

5.5

Model Calibration

Both the representative agent model and the heterogeneous agents model were calibrated for an
annual time period, using the parameter values given in Table 6. The annual time period allows
me to use an autoregressive parameter for the productivity process that is further from unity.8
Additionally, the time period provides an additional benefit when back-propagation is used in
an infinite horizon model, as is described in Algorithm 3.3. in the appendix. In particular, it
substantially reduces the computational intensity of solving the model.

8

Many discrete approximations to continuous processes perform poorly when the series is highly persistent.

In this case, I have used the Rouwenhorst (1995), which tends to perform better than other discretization methods
when series are persistent, but is still subject to the same problem.
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Parameter

Description

Value

β

Discount Factor

.95

α

Capital’s Share in Production

.33

σ

Standard Deviation of Technology Shock

0.035

ρ

Technology Level AR(1) Coefficient

0.8

δ

Physical Capital Depreciation Rate

.1

Table 1: Baseline Parameter Values

5.6

Algorithm Refinements and Details

In earlier sections, I presented general algorithms for all of the solution methods that will
be tested in the following section. However, for the purposes of this paper, I made several
algorithmic refinements to ensure convergence in all of the tests. In particular, the algorithm
for PEA was adjusted to incorporate dynamic bounds for the household-level capital grid. To
understand how this works, consider a grid for capital, k ∈ [k1 , ..., kkn ], which is centered
around its steady state value, kkn/2+1 . When the algorithm is initiated, use the smaller grid,
k ∈ [kkn/2−j , ..., kkn/2+j ], which is more tightly centered around the steady state value of capital.
After each iteration, expand the grid by adding more nodes if any endpoint nodes were chosen
in the previous step. Without this refinement, the performance of PEA was substantially worse;
and divergence was more likely. For a full description of this method, see Maliar and Maliar
(2005), which incorporates this subroutine to foster stability.
In addition to the PEA refinement, I also incorporated my own refinements for the ADP
algorithms. In particular, for all ADP-POST and MADP-POST algorithms, I incorporated the
stepsize algorithm described in Section 3.2.1. Additionally, for all MADP-POST algorithms, I
included the refinement described in Section 3.2.2, which identifies and exploits the well-behaved
region.
Finally, it is important to note that the PM approach used in this paper approximates the
value function, rather than the Euler equations. The purpose behind this decision was to make
the PM algorithm sufficiently distinct from the PEA algorithm, rather than performing the
same set of tests twice. The algorithm works by first performing VFI on a small grid. The
resulting look-up table approximation is then combined with the fixed point condition implied
by the functional equations to perform the projection. In the heterogeneous agents model,
both the PM and PEA algorithms use third order Chebychev polynomials of the first type
to transform state variables in the approximation equations. Additionally, all continuous state
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variable transformations are interacted with the agent’s employment state. In the representative
agent model, a simple, exponential polynomial of state variables is used to parameterize PEA.

5.7

Simulation Results

We will now examine the results by comparing the solution methods using run time, accuracy,
and stability as criteria. Table 2 provides the run times for the version of the model with a
closed form solution. Visual representations of the analytically-derived decision rules, numerical
solution method-specific decision rules, and the error (the difference between the two) are given
in Figures 3, 4, 5, and 6. Tables 3 and 4 show the results for the standard, representative agent
business cycle model without labor. Table 5 shows the results for the international business
cycle model for all solution methods other than ADP-POST; and Table 6 shows the results for
the same model, but solved by MADP-IS-GPU on a grid with 200,000 nodes, rather than 10,000.
All simulations were performed using a quad-core 3.40 gigahertz processor. Additionally, the
MADP-IS-GPU algorithm performed all GPU operations on an NVIDIA GeForce GTX 560 Ti
(2GB) with 384 CUDA cores.
METHOD

RT (nk=100)

RT (nk=1000)

VFI

00:00:21:43

00:33:39:70

PEA

00:00:00:37

00:00:00:40

PM

00:00:07:17

00:08:27:98

ADP

00:00:11:08

00:03:29:37

MADP

00:00:11:04

00:03:29.91

Table 2: Full Depreciation Business Cycle Model
Note that nk in Table 2 refers to the number of capital gridpoints used. “MAX(S)” and
“MEAN(S)” in Tables 3 and 4 refer to the maximum and mean of the standard Euler equation
residuals, which were computed at each state space node; whereas, “MAX(D)” and “MEAN(D)”
refer to the dynamic Euler equation residuals, which were computed on a simulation path with
identical draws for the exogenous processes. RT stands for run time and has the following
format: hours:minutes:seconds:hundredths of a second. In the international business cycle
model results, “STD(C)” and “STD(K)” stand for the standard deviation of consumption and
the standard deviation capital, respectively.
Table 2 provides the results for the full depreciation business cycle model. Simulations in
the first run time column were performed on a 300-node grid: 100 individual capital nodes and
3 productivity nodes. Here, VFI converged the slowest; and was followed by the ADP family
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of algorithms, and then by projection methods. PEA was substantially faster than all other
algorithms, converging in less than one second. Next, the state space was expanded in size to
3000 nodes (1000 individual capital nodes and 3 productivity nodes). This caused VFI’s run
time to increase by a factor of 94. Similarly, the run time for projection methods increased by
a factor of 70, and was longer than the run time for the ADP algorithms. In contrast, the ADP
algorithms were less affected by the curse of dimensionality and only experienced a run time
increase by a factor of approximately 19. Since an increase in the number of capital nodes does
not change the way in which the PEA algorithm is executed, there was no change in its run
time; however, there were also no changes along other dimensions, such as accuracy.
Since the model used in this first set of tests has a closed form solution, we will analyze the
accuracy of the results initially by comparing them to the analytical decision rules. The plots in
column 1 of Figures 3 and 4 display the decision rules for capital that emerge from each of the
solution methods. In each of the panels, the following period’s capital stock is plotted against
the current capital stock and productivity. A change in the level of productivity changes the
relationship between k and k’, which yields the three separate conditional decision rules shown
in each panel. Based on the first column, VFI, PEA, PM, and MADP-POST appear to have
decision rules that are visually similar to the analytical decision rules that emerge from the
model’s closed form solution.
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Figure 3: Decision Rules and Errors for AD, VFI, and PEA (100 Capital Nodes, 3 Productivity
Nodes).

The second columns of Figures 3 and 4 display the difference between the solution method’s
implied k’ and the k’ that emerges from the analytical decision rules. From these plots, we can
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Figure 4: Decision Rules and Errors for PM, ADP-POST, Modified ADP-POST (100 Capital
Nodes, 3 Productivity Nodes).

see that VFI, PEA, PM, and MADP-POST all differ only slightly from the analytical decision
rules; however, the ways in which they differ are not identical across methods. For both VFI
and PM, error sizes are almost uniformly distributed across the state space. In contrast, for
PEA and MADP-POST–the stochastic simulation methods–errors are substantially smaller in
the places most frequently visited on the simulation path. Unmodified ADP-POST yields very
small errors within a subset of the ergodic set. However, it makes substantial errors in areas far
away from the steady state, which are only infrequently visited on the simulation path.
Figures 5 and 6 provide the same information, but for the case with 1000 individual capital
nodes and 3 productivity nodes. Comparing Figures 3 and 4 to 5 and 6, we can see that an
increase in the number of individual capital nodes reduced the jaggedness of the decision rules
for VFI, PM, ADP-POST, and MADP-POST; however, it did not change their general shapes.
Additionally, with the respect to accuracy, all solution methods other than PEA appear to have
improved by an order of magnitude with respect to their errors. In particular, the order of
magnitude of the error for MADP-POST is now identical to that of VFI, even though MADPPOST converges in small fraction of the time it takes VFI to converge. Furthermore, the run
time gap appears to be growing while the accuracy gap shrinks, suggesting that MADP-POST
will be particularly useful for problems with very large state spaces.
Next, we will consider the other measures of performance. Table 3 provides the results
for the standard business cycle model without labor. All simulations were performed on a
300-node grid: 100 individual capital nodes and 3 productivity nodes. As expected, VFI is
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Figure 5: Decision Rules and Errors for AD, VFI, and PEA (1000 Capital Nodes, 3 Productivity
Nodes)
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Figure 6: Decision Rules and Errors for PM, ADP-POST, and Modified ADP-POST (1000
Capital Nodes, 3 Productivity Nodes)

the most accurate solution method for this grid size as measured by the max standard Euler
equation error, but is substantially slower than the alternatives. Additionally, VFI performs
worse along other dimensions dimensions of accuracy, such as the mean standard Euler equation
residual, and the mean and max dynamic Euler equation residual. In particular, MADP-POST
appears to perform as well as or better than other algorithms with respect to measures of mean
error. This is because MADP-POST achieves very low errors in places frequently visited on
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the simulation path, but still retains a high degree of accuracy in areas infrequently visited,
unlike the standard version of the ADP-POST algorithm. Not surprisingly, convergence times
are similar to the full depreciation case. Here, VFI takes 3.10 times longer to converge than
PM; and 2.05 times longer to converge than ADP. PEA is substantially faster than all other
algorithms, converging in less than one second.
METHOD

MAX(S)

MEAN(S)

MAX(D)

MEAN(D)

RT

VFI

3.500E-3

1.500E-3

3.300E-3

1.300E-3

00:00:22:44

PEA

1.536E-1

5.280E-2

6.906E-4

3.585E-4

00:00:00:35

PM

3.700E-3

1.500E-3

3.300E-3

1.400E-3

00:00:07:23

ADP

2.847E-1

4.320E-2

3.300E-3

1.300E-3

00:00:10:94

MADP

6.900E-3

1.000E-3

9.555E-4

3.549E-4

00:00:10:94

Table 3: Standard Business Cycle Model (100 Individual Capital Nodes, 3 Productivity Nodes,
5000-Period Simulation Length)
Table 4 provides the results for the standard neoclassical model, but now with a 3000node grid: 1000 individual capital nodes, and 3 productivity nodes. The purpose behind this
simulation was to determine how relative performance changes as the size of the state space
grows. As the table shows, all solution methods other than unmodified ADP-POST and PEA
improved in accuracy by roughly one order of magnitude. The limited parameterization of
PEA (a simple, exponential polynomial) fostered stability and rapid convergence, but did not
allow for gains from increasing the size of the state space. Conversely, MADP-POST experienced
substantial accuracy gains, and at a low cost: its run time increased by a factor of approximately
19. In contrast, PM took more 71 times longer to converge; and VFI took 88 times longer to
converge. This suggests that MADP-POST will perform increasingly better than PM and VFI–
in terms of the accuracy-run time tradeoff–as the state space grows. Furthermore, without
an improved parameterization for PEA, it will be unable to generate the degree of accuracy
obtainable with PM, VFI, and MADP-POST. It may also be prone to instability in more
complex models.
Next, we’ll consider the results for the international business cycle model in Tables 5 and 6.
We will focus on comparing all solution methods to the version of the MADP-POST algorithm
developed in this paper and described in Algorithm 1.2. Table 5 contains the simulations for
everything other than Algorithm 1.2. All simulations were performed on a 10,000-node grid:
100 individual capital nodes and 100 productivity nodes. The results are displayed along three
dimensions: the combined solution and simulation run time, the mean of the individual level
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METHOD

MAX(S)

MEAN(S)

MAX(D)

MEAN(D)

RT

VFI

3.578E-4

1.494E-4

3.293E-4

1.475E-4

00:33:11:20

PEA

1.542E-1

5.240E-2

6.598E-5

3.453E-5

00:00:00:36

PM

3.912E-4

1.491E-4

3.595E-4

1.526E-4

00:08:34:85

ADP

2.210E-1

3.810E-2

4.500E-3

1.545E-4

00:03:29:15

MADP

1.400E-3

1.751E-4

1.876E-4

4.530E-5

00:03:28:35

Table 4: Full Depreciation Business Cycle Model (1000 Capital Nodes, 3 Productivity Nodes,
5000-Period Simulation Length)
variables (capital and consumption), and the standard deviation of the individual level variables.
The method labelled “ADR” refers to results generated using the analytical decision rules.
METHOD

MEAN(C)

STD(C)

MEAN(K)

STD(K)

RT

ADR

0.3880

0.0144

0.1771

0.0067

—

VFI

0.3880

0.0156

0.1771

0.0069

22:38:58:85

PEA

0.3880

0.0144

0.1772

0.0066

00:01:46:58

PM

0.3880

0.0148

0.1771

0.0074

00:12:03:61

Table 5: International Business Cycle Model (100 Capital Nodes, 100 Productivity Nodes,
5000-Period Simulation Length)
Table 5 suggests that PEA largely outperforms VFI and PM. It takes fewer than 2 minutes
to converge, and generates means and standard deviations that are close to those generated by
iterating over the analytical decision rules with an identical sequence of shocks. The differences
are particularly striking when compared to VFI, which takes more than 22 hours to converge
and does not yield any improvements in accuracy.
METHOD

MEAN(C)

STD(C)

MEAN(K)

STD(K)

ˆ
βα

RT

MADP-IS-GPU

0.3881

0.0144

0.1787

0.0066

0.3153

00:00:58:48

Table 6: International Business Cycle Model (1000 Capital Nodes, 200 Productivity Nodes,
5000-Period Simulation Length)
In Table 6, we consider a solution to the same model, but with 200,000 gridpoints: 1000
capital nodes and 200 productivity nodes. The only solution method we consider is MADP,
augmented by the information-sharing algorithm (Algorithm 1.2) and GPU-computing. Here,
we can see that MADP-IS-GPU is faster than all other algorithms listed in Table 5, including
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PEA, even though the number of gridpoints has increased by a factor of 20. Furthermore, it
provides highly accurate approximations of the cross-sectional standard deviations of capital
and consumption. The means are also accurate, but are less accurate than those generated
by other methods. Additionally a regression of period t+1 capital values on period t output
yields a coefficient of 0.3153, which suggests that the numerical decision rule is very close to the
analytical decision rule, which implies a coefficient of .3135 (i.e. kt+1 = αβyt ).
It is important to note, however, that Table 6 is not directly comparable to Table 5. PEA,
for instance, can be rewritten to exploit GPU-computing; and doing so would result in run
time reductions for a given grid size. The purpose of this exercise was to demonstrate that an
appropriately-parallelized version of the MADP-IS algorithm can exploit GPU-computing to
generate massive convergence time reductions when at least one of two conditions is present: 1)
the exogenous component of the state space is large; and 2) the post-decision state has a lower
dimension than the pre-decision state. Note that we generate the second condition by assuming
that zt is i.i.d., rather than an AR(1) process, which allows us to represent the post-decision
state by kt . This does not change the dimensionality of the decision space, but does lower the
dimension of the value function from k̄xz̄ to k̄.
Next, we consider a test that compares the stability of PEA and ADP-POST. Thus far,
all tests have been designed to ensure that each algorithm would converge with a parsimonious
parameterization. However, methods such as PEA can become unstable when problems become
more sophisticated. To demonstrate this, I modified the standard neoclassical model to generate a discontinuity in the decision rules, as described in Section 5.3. I then ran the programs
for both PEA and ADP-POST without changing anything other than the model. The grids,
parameterization, and starting values remained unchanged. PEA failed to capture the discontinuity and diverged. ADP-POST with no modifications converged. Figure 7 below shows the
decision rule for consumption that emerged from ADP-POST.
This test described above is far from exhaustive, but demonstrates the usefulness of ADPPOST: it not only yields substantial convergence time reductions for a given level of accuracy,
but is also able to capture any functional form–including one that incorporates nonconvexities–
without requiring a reparameterization. This suggests that we can use ADP-POST to identify
discontinuities within the ergodic set; and then apply a modified ADP-POST algorithm that
explicitly accounts for the discontinuities identified.
Finally, we demonstrate the value of using the WLS modification of the ADP-POST algorithm described in Section 3.2.2. The purpose of this modification was to reduce the amount
of weight placed on noisy observations in parts of the state space that were infrequently (or
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Consumption Decision Rule with Discontinuity: ADP−POST
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Figure 7: Consumption Decision Rule with Discontinuity (100 Capital Nodes, 3 Productivity
Nodes, 5000-Period Simulation Length)

never) visited on the simulation path. This reduces a natural bias towards the initial values
that is otherwise generated by ADP-POST algorithms. This test compares the coefficients
from the modified ADP-POST algorithm under two estimation schemes: OLS and WLS with
the weighting matrix described in Section 3.2.2. This comparison is done by performing the
following regression:

k 0 (k, z) = ζzk α + 

(38)

Note that the analytical decision rule for the full depreciation model suggests that ζ = βα.
Thus, we can use the estimate of ζ to check if the decision rules are accurate. Figure 8 plots
ζ̂ for 50 iterations of the algorithm. For WLS, ζ̂ = βα after 6 iterations. For OLS, this still
has not occurred when the test ends after 50 iterations. This is because large parts of the state
space are never explored, but continue to exert influence when all observations are given equal
weight.

6

Conclusion

The ADP-POST algorithm provides a promising alternative to currently-used global solution
methods for dynamic economic models. With the modifications introduced in this paper, it
converges faster than VFI and PM, but typically slower than the stochastic version of PEA.
Run time differences between the modified version of ADP-POST and VFI are exploding in the
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Decision Rule Coefficient Estimates: WLS vs. OLS
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Figure 8: Decision Rule Coefficient Estimate in Full Depreciation Business Cycle Model (100
Capital Nodes, 100 Productivity Nodes, 5000-Period Simulation Length)

size of the state space; and become especially pronounced when the exogenous component of
the state space is large, since ADP-POST does not require expectations to be computed.
In addition to achieving fast convergence, the modified version of ADP-POST yields Euler
equation errors and dynamic Euler equation errors that are generally of the same order of
magnitude as those generated by VFI. Additionally, the standard Euler equation errors from
ADP-POST tend to be smaller than those generated by stochastic PEA in the tests performed.
However, the unmodified version of ADP-POST generated results that were typically 1-2 orders
of magnitude less accurate than the modified version introduced in this paper. Additionally,
unmodified ADP-POST revealed a clear bias towards its initialization in tests that compared
it to the analytical decision rules, but this was greatly mitigated by identifying and exploiting
the well-behaved region in the modified version.
The only solution method that outperformed MADP-POST along both the run time and
accuracy dimensions on certain tests was PEA. It is important to note, however, that PEA is
both sensitive to parameterization and the choice of parameterized equations.9 Furthermore,
it can become increasingly difficult to parameterize PEA in large models; and accuracy gains
beyond a certain magnitude will require the addition of higher order polynomial transformations
of the state variables. In contrast, ADP-POST is capable of replicating the functional form
of any decision rule, including decision rules that incorporate discontinuities. Additionally,

9

Maliar and Maliar (2005) show that the choice of equation can lead to dramatic differences in convergence

speed.
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when combined with the information-sharing algorithm and GPU-computing in heterogeneous
agent model applications, the algorithm introduced in this paper (MADP-IS-GPU) was able to
converge faster and retain a high degree of accuracy, even though it was performed on a grid
20 times larger.
Finally, it is important to note that this paper does not fully showcase the set of tools that
ADP-POST algorithms offer. In several places in the paper, I have mentioned that ADP-POST
and MADP-POST are particularly well-suited to dealing with problems that have multiple,
correlated exogenous processes or exogenous processes for which empirical data on exogenous
processes is available. In the paper, I only provide algorithms for implementing these ideas–
and not test results to demonstrate their advantages. In cases where exogenous processes are
complicated and exhibit dependence, ADP-POST’s value goes well beyond the gains it provides
by reducing run times. It makes solving computational models more accessible; and permits
economists to solve increasingly sophisticated models by simplifying the programming task.
For this reason, formal test results for accuracy and run time may be less useful for these
applications.

A

Proof: Pre and Post-Decision Bellman Equation Relationships

In this subsection of the appendix, I will prove the relationships between the pre and postdecision Bellman equations that were stated in equations (10) and (12). I will start with (10),
which makes the following claim:

V x (st , xt−1 ) = E[V (st , xt )|st , xt−1 ]

(39)

s.t. st+1 = T (ct , st , xt ), ct ∈ Γ(st , xt ), xt+1 = f (xt , t+1 ), ∀t = 0, 1, ...
Now, recall equation (9), which states the value of being in post-decision state, (st , xt−1 ):
V x (st , xt−1 ) = E{max{ct+s }∞
s=0

∞
X

β s E[u(ct+s )|st , xt−1 ]}

s=0

s.t. st+s+1 = T (ct+s , st+s , xt+s ), ct+s ∈ Γ(st+s , xt+s ), xt+s+1 = f (xt+s , t+s ), ∀s = 0, 1, ...
(40)
Notice that we may rewrite this equation using the Law of Iterated Expectations (LIE):
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x

V (st , xt−1 ) = E{max{ct+s }∞
s=0

∞
X

β s E[u(ct+s )|st , xt ]|st , xt−1 }

s=0

s.t. st+s+1 = T (ct+s , st+s , xt+s ), ct+s ∈ Γ(st+s , xt+s ), xt+s+1 = f (xt+s , t+s ), ∀s = 0, 1, ...
(41)
Next, use the definition of the value of state (st , xt ):

V (st , xt ) = max{ct+s }∞
s=0

∞
X

β s E[u(ct+s )|st , xt ]

(42)

s=0

Substituting (A.4) into (A.3) yields (A.1), which was our original claim:

V x (st , xt−1 ) = E[V (st , xt )|st , xt−1 ]

(43)

s.t. st+1 = T (ct , st , xt ), ct ∈ Γ(st , xt ), xt+1 = f (xt , t+1 ), ∀t = 0, 1, ...
We will now prove the claim from equation (12) that demonstrates the connection between the
pre-decision and post-decision Bellman equations:
V (st , xt ) = maxct u(ct ) + βV x (st+1 , xt )

(44)

Start by recalling the standard Bellman equation for a stochastic dynamic programming problem:
V (st , xt ) = maxct u(ct ) + βE[V (st+1 , xt+1 )|st , xt ]

(45)

s.t. st+1 = T (ct , st , xt ), ct ∈ Γ(st , xt ), xt+1 ∈ f (xt , t+1 )
Next, note that (st , xt )–the pre-decision state–pins down ct , which then pins down st+1 :
st+1 = T (Γ(st , xt ), st , xt )

(46)

This suggests that the information set can be written as (st+1 , xt ):
V (st , xt ) = maxct u(ct ) + βE[V (st+1 , xt+1 )|st+1 , xt ]

(47)

s.t. st+1 = T (ct , st , xt ), ct ∈ Γ(st , xt ), xt+1 ∈ f (xt , t+1 )
Recalling the relationship derived earlier in equation (A.5), we may rewrite this to yield (12),
which is what we wanted to prove:
V (st , xt ) = maxct u(ct ) + βV x (st+1 , xt )
s.t. st+1 = T (ct , st , xt ), ct ∈ Γ(st , xt ), xt+1 ∈ f (xt , t+1 )
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(48)

B

Proof: Closed-Form Solution for Full Depreciation Case

Assume that z is a Markov process. Additionally, let next period variables be denoted with
primes. That is, xt+1 = x0 . Finally, assume that δ = 1 and recall the budget constraint and
Euler equation for capital from the representative agent model described earlier:
c = zk α − k 0
)
(
1
αz 0
z
= βE
c
c0

(49)
(50)

Now, assume that the decision rule for capital takes the following form:
Ξ(k, z) = g0 + g1 zk α

(51)

Next, plug the budget constraint into the Euler equation for capital:
(
)
1
αz 0 k 0α−1
= βE
z
zk α − k 0
z 0 k 0α − k 00

(52)

Now, add the assumed decision rule:
(
)
1
αz 0 (g0 + g1 zk α )α−1
= βE
z
(1 − g1 )zk α − g0
z 0 (g0 + g1 zk α )α − g0 − g1 z 0 (g0 + g1 zk α )α

(53)

To simplify things, we will look for a solution where g0 = 0.10 This allows us to simplify the
above equation as follows:
1
= βE
(1 − g1 )zk α

(

αz 0 (g1 zk α )α−1
z
z 0 (g1 zk α )α − g1 z 0 (g1 zk α )α

1
= βE
→
(1 − g1 )zk α

(

α
z
(1 − g1 )g1 zk α

→ g1 = αβ

)
(54)

)
(55)

(56)

We can then substitute this into our initial guess for the decision rule, yielding the following:

k 0 = αβzk α

(57)

Note that we have demonstrated that the decision rule given above is compatible with the
model’s first order conditions.

10

It can be shown that there will be no solution for the case when g0 6= 0.
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C

Finite Horizon Algorithms and Extensions
The primary focus of this research is to test and extend the infinite-horizon, ADP-POST

framework as a solution method for dynamic economic models. However, several modified versions of this framework can be used to solve finite horizon models; and may provide useful tools
for OLG macro models with many heterogeneous agents. For this reason, I’ve included a brief
appendix section with an overview of such methods. The proceeding subsections are ordered as
follows. First, I provide a basic algorithm for solving finite horizon problems using pre-decision
state dynamic programming (backwards recursion). Next, I present the “double pass” version
of finite horizon dynamic programming using ADP-POST. This includes a subroutine called
back-propagation. Finally, I provide a brief explanation of how this “double pass” strategy
might be employed to solve infinite horizon problems as well.

C.1

Algorithm 3.1: Backwards Recursion

The basic algorithm for backwards recursion proceeds as follows:
• Step 0 : Discretize the state space. Choose a grid for endogenous, aggregate state variables,
s = {s1 , ..., sN }, where sh < sj if h < j. Discretize the exogenous processes, x, into a
K-state Markov chain with an associated transition matrix, P , where element pk,l is the
probability of transitioning from state k to l. For heterogeneous agents models, do this
for both aggregate and individual-level state variables. Choose a maximum age, ā, where
A = 1, ..., ā.
• Step 1 : At ā, solve Vā (si , xj ) = maxsm u(si , xj , sm ), at all grid points, s x x.
• Step 2 : Using the value of each state at age ā determined in Step 1, compute the value of
ā−1 (s , x ) = u(s , x , s ) +
choosing all possible post-decision state, sm , at age ā − 1: wm
i j
i j m
PK
β l=1 pj,l V ā (sm , xl ).

• Step 3 : For each grid point, (i,j), identify the index associated with the choice of endogenous state variables that maximizes wm (si , sj ), m∗ . Construct V ā−1 as follows for all (i,j):
V amax−1 (Si , Xj ) = wm∗ .
• Step 4 : Repeat Steps 2-3 for ā − 2, ..., 1. Use the resulting age-specific value functions to
determine the age-specific policy functions. For heterogeneous agents models, nest Steps
1-4 within an aggregation algorithm, as described earlier.
Since VFI and backwards recursion both revolve around discretizing the state space, they also
both suffer from the curse of dimensionality when the household’s choice problem involves
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many continuous state variables. Similarly, improvements to both approaches rely on the same
family of techniques. In particular, linear and cubic interpolation are two common strategies
for overcoming the curse of dimensionality when such solution methods are applied.

C.2

Algorithm 3.2 Double-Pass ADP-POST (OLG)

The algorithm below is referred to as a “double-pass” version of ADP-POST because it
contains both the forward simulation component from the finite horizon analog of the ADPPOST algorithm and a “back-propagation” step, described below.
The Double-Pass ADP-POST (OLG) Algorithm proceeds as follows:
• Step 0 : i. Perform all initializations.
– Initialize the “look-up table” approximation of the value function in all states. That
is, for each state, (s ∈ s, x ∈ x, a ∈ a, S ∈ S, X ∈ X), assign a starting value to
0

V a (S, X, s, x), where the superscript 0 indicates that this is an approximation taken
at the 0th iteration and where a is the household’s age.11 Note that capital letters
represent aggregate variables.
– ii. Initialize the state, (s0 ∈ s, x0 ∈ x, a0 ∈ a, S0 ∈ S, X0 ∈ X). For overlapping
generations models, there may be natural initial states for idiosyncratic shocks and
endogenous, individual-specific state variables (i.e. a household may start with no
assets), but aggregate-level state variables will depend on period when the household
enters the model–and, thus, must be initialized separately for each agent.12
– iii. Initialize the aggregation method states using the Krusell and Smith (1998)
algorithm or the explicit aggregation method (Den Haan and Rendahl, 2010).
– iv. Increment the iteration counter to n=n+1.
• Step 1 : Choose a simulation period length, T. Generate a sample of the exogenous processes, (Xt , xa,t ), for the simulation period (1,...,T) and for all ages (1, ...ā), where xa,t
denotes the set of individual-specific state variables for the age a household at time t.
• Step 2 : For all periods, t=1,...T, and all ages, 1,...,ā, perform the following four steps:

11

Recall that finite horizon dynamic programming problems require us to use different approximations of the

value function at each age, since the structure of the choice problem fundamentally changes over the lifecycle.
Additionally, note that we could also include a ∈ a as a deterministic state variable.
12
For a more complete treatment of initializing state variables in OLG macro models, see Heer and Maussner
(2009).
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– i. Perform the “forward pass” portion of the algorithm. Choose controls to maximize the expression inside of the expectation of Va (St−1 , Xt−1 , sa,t , xa−1,t−1 ) for a
particular realization of (Xt , xa,t ):
n−1

Ṽan (St−1 , Xt−1 , sa,t , xa−1,t−1 ) = maxCt u(Ct ) + βV a+1 (St , Xt , sa+1,t+1 , xa,t )
– ii. Perform back-propagation for each agent. This involves updating Van using information gained about the values of states from future periods, but on the same state
trajectory. This can be accomplished by recursively computing Ṽa in each period
each agent is alive, starting in their respective terminal periods:
n−1
Ṽan (St−1 , Xt−1 , sa−1,t−1 , xa−1,t−1 ) = u(Ĉt ) + β Ṽa+1
(St , Xt , sa+1,t+1
ˆ , xa,t )

Note that carets are used to denote endogenous state variables that were selected on
the forward-pass step of the algorithm.
– iii. Compute the expectation by updating the value function approximation, Van−1 :
Van (St−1 , Xt−1 , sa,t , xa−1,t−1 ) = (1 − αn−1 )V¯a

n−1

(St−1 , Xt−1 , sa,t , xa−1,t−1 )

+ αn−1 Ṽan (St−1 , Xt−1 , sa,t , xa−1,t−1 )
– iv. Use the result from the maximization step, sa+1,t+1 , the realization of the exogenous processes, (Xt+1 , xa+1,t+1 ), and the aggregate state, St+1 , to compute the next
period’s pre-decision state.
• Step 3: Check convergence criterion. If satisfied, go to Step 4. If not satisfied, increment
n and go to Step 1.
• Step 4: Update the paths and laws of motion for the aggregate states. Check the aggregate
convergence criterion. If satisfied, go to Step 5. If not satisfied, go to Step 1.
• Step 5: Return the value function approximation, Va (S, X)N , in the form of a look-up
table.
The most important departure from ADP-POST can be found in Step 2(ii). Here, we
perform the back-propagation step, which permits us to construct an unbiased approximation of
the value function. When the “forward pass” portion of the algorithm is performed, it generates
a value function approximation that depends on two things: 1) utility function evaluations on the
n
simulation path; and 2) post-decision state value initializations. However, when Ṽa+1
replaces
n−1
V̄a+1
as an update to Ṽan , the value function approximation incorporates information about the

utility derived in future states on this particular simulation trajectory.
Finally, we will consider an extension of the back-propagation mechanism to the infinite
horizon case.
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C.3

Algorithm 3.3: Double-Pass ADP-POST (Infinite Horizon)

Algorithm 3.3 differs from Algorithm 3.2 in two important ways. First, it covers the infinite
horizon case. And second, it only performs the back-propagation step on a subset of the
simulated data: 1, .., T̄ , where T > T̄ . The reason why only a subset of the data is used is
because Ṽ˜ n is recursively constructed, which means that it will be downward-biased in finite
sample approximations, since it will miss the value attributable to periods T +1, ...∞. Now, if an
agent is in period 10 and T is large, then the recursively computed value function approximation
in that period will not be substantially downward-biased, since T-10 is large, which means that
any value from T + 1, ..., ∞ will be heavily discounted and therefore negligible. On the other
hand, if the agent is at T-1, then the future streams of utility from T +1, ..., ∞ will be important,
which will yield a substantial downward-bias. For this reason, the algorithm only performs the
back-propagation step on 1, ..., T̄ . Furthermore, note that the larger T − T̄ is, the less biased
the value function approximations will be, but the longer it will take to achieve convergence,
since it will not be possible to fully exploit back-propagation.
• Step 0 : See Algorithm 3.2.
• Step 1 : Choose a simulation period length, T, and a cutoff length, T̄ , where T > T̄ .
Generate a sample of the exogenous processes, Xt , for the simulation period: 1,...,T.
• Step 2 : For periods, t=1,...,T, perform the following five steps:
– i. Choose controls to maximize the expression inside of the expectation of V (St−1 , Xt−1 )
for a particular realization of Xt : Ṽ n (St−1 , Xt−1 , sit , xit−1 ) = maxct u(ct )+βV

n−1

(St , Xt , sit+1 , xit )

– ii. Perform the back-propagation step. This involves updating V n using information gained about the values of states from future periods, but on the same state
trajectory. This can be accomplished by recursively computing Ṽ˜ n in each period,
starting in period T: Ṽ˜ n (S , X , s , x
) = u(cˆ )+β Ṽ n−1 (S , X , s ˆ , x ) Note
t−1

t−1

it

it−1

t

t

t

it+1

it

that carets are used to denote household-level endogenous state variables that were
selected on the forward-pass step of the algorithm.
– iii. For 1,...,T̄ , set Ṽ n (St−1 , Xt−1 , sit , xit−1 )=Ṽ˜ n (St−1 , Xt−1 , sit , xit−1 ).
– iv. Compute the expectation by updating the value function approximation, V n−1 :
V n (St−1 , Xt−1 , sit , xit−1 ) = (1 − αn−1 )V̄ n−1 (St−1 , Xt−1 , sit , xit−1 ) +
αn−1 Ṽ n (St−1 , Xt−1 , sit , xit−1 )
– v. Use the result from the maximization step, sit+1 , the realization of the exogenous
processes, Xt+1 , xit+1 , and the aggregate state, St+1 , to compute the next period’s
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pre-decision state.
• Step 3: Check convergence criterion. If satisfied, go to Step 4. If not satisfied, increment
n and go to Step 1.
• Step 4: Return the value function approximation, V (s, x)N , in the form of a look-up table.
Finally, note that the information-sharing subroutine in Algorithm 1.2 can be applied to
Algorithms 3.2 and 3.3 to improve performance.
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